Release of Data Fund Allocation

- **Local Government Association Voucher Scheme** – Proposal to unlock open data from local authorities by offering open data training vouchers for 1 data set, and cash for 3 data sets. Proposal will allow local authority data to be made available.
- **Leeds Data Mill** - Proposal for Leeds Council to create a hub for data to support citizens by making data about public services freely available. Funding for future stages will be reviewed in due course.
- **Legislative Openness** – Proposal to make Department of Work and Pensions legislative data downloadable as bulk data. Proposal will bring UK in line with best practice on the Open Data Census.
- **Data Issue Tracker** – Proposal to implement a strong reporting mechanism into DGUK and other websites to allow issues with broken links to be reported and fixed. This proposal is expected to drive down data requests by 30%.
- **Local Data Census** – Proposal is a survey of the availability of open data at local and city level across the UK. Project will allow analysis of available data sets and identification of areas lacking data.
- **Open Data Training for public servants** – Data courses to be provided for public servants. This proposal will improve skill levels at handling data within the civil service, and will contribute towards a culture change towards being open by default.
- **Open data procurement training** – Proposal to develop a range of materials, training and support about open data for all those involved with public procurement.
- **Housing Big Data** – Proposal to create anonymised open data extracts of Housing Association data. This will help inform the social housing sector and derive significant benefits.